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$44 trillion of economic value depends on natural 
resources 

NATURAL CAPITAL: 
(nætʃ(ə)rəl kæpɪt(ə)l) (n) def.

‘elements of nature 
that directly or 
indirectly produce 
value to people’
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Source: Schroders;  Natural Capital Research; Natural Capital Forum; UK National Ecosystem Assessment; World Economic Forum; The
Economics of Biodiversity: The Dasgupta Review; United Nations

RENEWABLE
living things or biodiversity: 
non-living things: ground 
water, fish stocks, forests, 
agriculture; r, the o-zone layer

NON-RENEWABLE
fossil fuels, soil and minerals 
that exist in finite amounts



Biodiversity is in critical decline
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Source: Schroders, September 2021.

Direct drivers of biodiversity loss

1. Land/sea use change:  Activities that change the natural world 
(deforestation, agriculture, mining, infrastructure)

2. Natural resource use and exploitation: Extraction of animals and 
plants through hunting, fishing, logging, harvesting 

3. Climate change: Responsible for ~15% of biodiversity loss; 
expected to become dominant driver

4. Pollution: Waste; plastics pollution; fertilizer run off from 
agriculture 

5. Invasive species: disrupt balance of natural ecosystems; caused 
by transport, climate change and tourism 

Biodiversity refers to the variety of living things

Its benefits are numerous, including crop pollination, water purification, flood 
protection and carbon sequestration – services that are estimated to be 
worth >1.5x global GDP (~$125-140tn per year) according to the OECD. 

Biodiversity loss is occurring at unprecedented rates

The 2020 Global Living Planet Index shows an average 68% decrease in 
monitored vertebrate species populations between 1970 and 2016. The 
current level of biodiversity loss is on par with previous mass extinctions.

Nature generates value, and with nature loss we lose that value

WEF estimates $44tn of economic value generation (>50% of global GDP) is 
at risk from nature loss.

Several key sectors are highly dependent on nature for their 
survival

Includes consumer, food retail, food & beverage, agriculture, paper & 
packaging, construction, chemicals, energy and utilities.

Companies face numerous risks associated with nature loss

Physical risks resulting in production disruption, transition risks as regulation 
and policy in this area tighten, as well as reputational and liability risks.



Natural capital is crucial to achieving net zero carbon emissions
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Source: Schroders, September 2021. The proprietary analytical tool mentioned is designed to enhance the research process but does 
not guarantee favorable investment results.



Natural Capital Research (NCR)
Combines rigorous science and leading proprietary modelling with deep insight of the emerging 
natural capital / net zero policy framework

Source: NCR August 2021.

THE NCR PROCESS:



Applying tools to drive asset selection
CARBON OFFSET STRATEGY:1

• ~190,000 trees with an average carbon binding potential of 10 kg p.a. are required to 
offset the  remaining CO2 emissions

• With a typical density of 650 trees/ha this is the equivalent of ~290 ha of land in Germany
• Further analysis of location, soil, impact potential and further criteria is required
• Opportunity to work with Natural Capital Research to develop a corresponding carbon 

analysis and strategy

NCR ANALYSIS: Estimated rate of carbon sequestration by trees and vegetation2
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1. As of 30 June 2021; 2. From NCR sample baseline assessment report. Source: Schroders, July 2021; NATCAP Research: (NaturalCapital Research | 
Measure, enhance, value and report natural capital (natcapresearch.com), 08/07/2021. The proprietary analytical tool mentioned is designed to 
enhance the research process but does not guarantee favorable investment results.

CARBON OFFSET POTENTIAL
• Target is now to develop a 

sustainability strategy 
2025 with maximum 
reductions in  CO2 
emissions

• Analysis suggests ~1,900 t 
CO2 need to be offset

FORESTS & WOODLANDS NON-FORESTS & WOODLANDS



Important information
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The views and opinions contained herein are those of the Schroders Sustainable Investment team and are subject to change. 

This document is intended to be for information purposes only and it is not intended as promotional material in any respect. The material is not 
intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument mentioned in this commentary. The material is not intended to 
provide, and should not be relied on for accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. Information herein has been obtained from 
sources we believe to be reliable but Schroder Investment Management North America Inc. (SIMNA) does not warrant its completeness or accuracy. 
No responsibility can be accepted for errors of facts obtained from third parties. Reliance should not be placed on the views and information in the 
document when making individual investment and/or strategic decisions. Schroders has expressed its own views and opinions in this document and 
these may change. 

The opinions stated in this presentation include some forecasted views. We believe that we are basing our expectations and beliefs on reasonable 
assumptions within the bounds of what we currently know. However, there is no guarantee that any forecasts or opinions will be realized. The 
forecasts included in this presentation should not be relied upon, are not guaranteed and are provided only as at the date of issue. Our forecasts are 
based on our own assumptions which may change. We accept no responsibility for any errors of fact or opinion and assume no obligation to provide 
you with any changes to our assumptions or forecasts. Forecasts and assumptions may be affected by external economic or other factors.

All investments, domestic and foreign, involve risks including the risk of possible loss of principal. The market value of the portfolio may decline as a 
result of a number of factors, including adverse economic and market conditions, prospects of stocks in the portfolio, changing interest rates, and real 
or perceived adverse competitive industry conditions. Investing overseas involves special risks including among others, risks related to political or 
economic instability, foreign currency (such as exchange, valuation, and fluctuation) risk, market entry or exit restrictions, illiquidity and taxation. 
These risks exist to a greater extent in emerging markets than in developed markets. Investments that focus on a single theme are more susceptible 
to the risks within those markets, and may exhibit price fluctuations which differ from those of strategies which are less specialized. Illiquid 
investments such as private equity and debt carry special market, operational and capital loss risks and should only be considered by sophisticated 
investors who understand the nature of these, and other, principal risks. Investments in small capitalization companies generally carry greater risk 
than is customarily associated with larger capitalization companies, which may include, for example, less public information, more limited financial 
resources and product lines, greater volatility, higher risk of failure than larger companies and less liquidity. No investment strategy or risk 
management technique can guarantee future returns or eliminate risk in any market environment. 



Important information
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The success of any quantitative research model depends largely upon the effectiveness of the investment team’s quantitative model. A quantitative 
model, such as the risk and other models used by the investment team requires adherence to a systematic, disciplined process. The team’s ability to 
monitor and, if necessary, adjust its quantitative model could be adversely affected by various factors including incorrect or outdated market and 
other data inputs. Factors that affect a security’s value can change over time, and these changes may not be reflected in the quantitative model. In 
addition, factors used in quantitative analysis and the weight placed on those factors may not be predictive of a security’s value. No investment 
strategy, technique or model can guarantee future results or eliminate the risk of loss of principal.

Indexes are unmanaged.  Investors cannot invest directly in any index.  Actual results would vary due to, among other things, fees and expenses. Past 
performance is no guarantee of future results. 

Any backtest/simulated results shown must be considered as no more than an approximate representation of the portfolio’s performance, not as
indicative of how it would have performed in the past or may perform in the future. Simulated returns are the result of statistical modeling, with the 
benefit of hindsight, based on a number of assumptions and there are a number of material limitations on the retrospective reconstruction of any 
performance results from performance records. For example, it may not take into account any dealing costs or liquidity issues which would have 
affected the strategy’s performance. In addition, gross returns would be lower if applicable management fees and expenses were factored into the 
calculation. There can be no assurance that this performance could actually have been achieved using tools and data available at the time. No 
representation is made that the particular combination of investments would have been selected at the commencement date, held for the period 
shown, or the performance achieved. This data is provided to you for information purposes only as of the dates of this material and should not be 
relied on to predict possible future performance. There can be no guarantee that these or any simulated and/or carve-out results will occur in the 
future, generate a positive return or protect against loss of principal. 



Important information
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Schroder Investment Management North America Inc. (“SIMNA Inc.”) is registered as an investment adviser with the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission and as a Portfolio Manager with the securities regulatory authorities in Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario, 
Quebec and Saskatchewan. It provides asset management products and services to clients in the United States and Canada. Schroder Fund Advisors 
LLC (“SFA”) markets certain investment vehicles for which SIMNA Inc. is an investment adviser. SFA is a wholly-owned subsidiary of SIMNA Inc. and is 
registered as a limited purpose broker-dealer with the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority and as an Exempt Market Dealer with the securities 
regulatory authorities in Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec, and 
Saskatchewan. This document does not purport to provide investment advice and the information contained in this material is for informational 
purposes and not to engage in trading activities. It does not purport to describe the business or affairs of any issuer and is not being provided for 
delivery to or review by any prospective purchaser so as to assist the prospective purchaser to make an investment decision in respect of securities 
being sold in a distribution. SIMNA Inc. and SFA are indirect, wholly-owned subsidiaries of Schroders plc, a UK public company with shares listed on 
the London Stock Exchange. Further information about Schroders can be found at www.schroders.com/us or www.schroders.com/ca. 

PRI Important Information: Schroders is an investment management signatory member of the PRI, the rights of membership for which it pays a fee. 
The report is provided to member firms at their request. Signatory scores for each indicator will be peered against all other signatories for whom that 
indicator was relevant, regardless of their type, size or location. Module level: Signatory scores for each module will be displayed in six broad 
performance Bands (A+ to E) at an absolute level as well as relative to peers of a similar type, size or location. Each signatory’s total aggregated 
module score will be compared to relevant peer groups in a series of distribution charts.. The PRI document is based on information reported directly 
by signatories. Moreover, the underlying information has not been audited by the PRI or any other party acting on its behalf. While every effort has 
been made to produce a fair representation of performance, no representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of the information 
presented, and no responsibility or liability can be accepted for damage caused by use of or reliance on the information contained within this report. 
For more information on the methodology, visit www.unpri.org. 

Schroders Sustainability Accreditation consists of one of three accreditation marks (Screened, Integrated and Sustainable) and are based on both 
qualitative and quantitative evaluation conducted by the Schroders Sustainable Investment team, at either the fund/portfolio level or the 
management team. For further information about our Schroders Sustainability Accreditation please visit 
www.schroders.lu/sustainabilityaccreditation.


